Phase control of light transmission and reflection based biexciton coherence in a defect dielectric medium.
Phase control of two weak probe lights' transmission and reflection based biexciton coherence in a defect dielectric medium doped by four-level GaAs/AlGaAs multiple quantum wells with 15 periods of 17.5 nm GaAs wells and 15 nm Al<sub>0.3</sub>Ga<sub>0.7</sub>As barriers is theoretically investigated. The biexciton coherence in this scheme is set up by two continuous wave control fields that couple to a resonance of biexcitons. It is shown that the transmission and reflection properties versus relative phase between applied fields can be controlled by the intensity of control fields and exciton spin relaxation between exciton states. Our studies show that many-particle interactions due to Coulomb correlations in semiconductors can be harnessed by quantum coherence in an interacting many-particle system.